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ABSTRACT
There exists apparent disagreement between two areas of literature regarding the relationship between house
prices and land prices. In the professional literature it is argued that high house prices cause high residential
development land prices. In some of the policy literature it is argued that it is land price increases that are behind
increasing house prices. We argue that this is a rather artificial dichotomy and arises from two different ways of
thinking about the relationship between land and house prices. To demonstrate this we explore how housing
and residential land markets work and how their price responses are interrelated.
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INTRODUCTION
Much ink has been spilled over the relationship between residential development land prices1 and house prices.
At the core of this debate is the question of whether high house prices cause high residential development land
prices or the other way around. It will be argued here that the one-way direction of causation implied in the
debate is misconstrued because demand and supply factors influence house and land price and output outcomes
simultaneously. The paper draws on existing academic and policy literature to present the underlying theories
associated with basic postulates about development land markets and housing markets and how pricing within
these two distinct, but interrelated, markets works.
In the current context of the ‘housing crisis’ in the UK it is important for policymakers to understand the nature
of these market dynamics and how they work to produce house and land prices so that appropriate policies can
be identified that seek to deliver sufficient housing at more affordable levels. Indeed, there is an extensive
literature exploring potential policy options in this regard (e.g. Ball, 2010; Meen, 2011; Bentley, 2016, 2017;
Griffiths & Jeffreys, 2013; Macfarlane, 2017; Murphy, 2018; O’Brien, 2018; Shelter, 2016) and the government
published a white paper in August 2020 which proposed reform in this policy area (MHCLG, 2020). In many of
these papers, a key area for policy intervention is the development land market, where buyers compete for the
land on which houses are to be built. This is for two obvious reasons: a) land is an essential component in the
production of a dwelling, and b) the value of a dwelling is a composite of its attributes, including land and its
location. It is clear, therefore, that the supply and price of housing is related to the supply and price of residential
development land. It is the objective of this paper to clarify the nature of this relationship.
The paper starts by exploring the apparent disagreement that exists between some parts of the professional
and policy literature regarding the relationship between land prices and house prices. The remainder of the
paper examines the nature of this relationship. First, the paper explores how housing market dynamics interact
to produce house prices. The characteristics of the residential development process are then summarised before
the nature of the development land market is examined to explain how residential development land prices are
determined. The paper concludes by showing how supply and demand dynamics within both the housing market
and the residential development land market intersect to influence one another simultaneously. It is concluded,
therefore, that there is not a single or one-way direction of causation between residential development land
and housing markets. However, the following two statements can be made: 1) the housing market affects the
land market (and land prices) rapidly; and 2) the land market affects house prices more slowly.
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By ‘residential development land’ we mean land that has the potential to be developed for a new or more
intensive residential-led use and is therefore valued and transacted as such. In this paper, unless otherwise
specified, ‘land’, ‘residential land’ and ‘housing land’ refer to ‘residential development land’ as here defined.
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LAND PRICES AND HOUSE PRICES – CLARITY OR CONFUSION?
The demand for residential land is a ‘derived’ demand as it is a necessary input to housebuilding. Therefore,
unsurprisingly, the dominant view expressed in the professional or practitioner-focused literature regarding
development land prices and house prices is that the price of residential development land is driven by the price
of new homes (Hudson, 2015; Banks, 2017; Smith, 2017; Ward et al, 2018). This view corresponds with the
‘residual’ calculations that market professionals use, whereby development costs are subtracted from the total
anticipated value of the new homes built on a site to arrive at a ‘residual land value’. Therefore, it is argued that
the higher the price it is anticipated the new homes can be sold for, the higher the price that can be paid for
residential development land (assuming no change in other development costs such as construction or the
amount of developer profit).
In contrast, some of the policy papers produced by think tanks and policy specialists present the relationship
between house prices and land values in apparently different terms. They argue that it is the increasing price of
land which has been ‘driving’ increasing house prices (e.g. Davis & Palumbo, 2008; Knoll et al, 2014; Macfarlane,
2017; Murphy, 2018; Ryan-Collins et al, 2017, 8). The analyses within these sources point out that the price of a
house can be conceived as comprising two components - the price of the land and the price of the structure and argue that it is primarily increases in the price of the land component that is behind increasing house prices.
For example, Macfarlane (2017, 3-4) infers an implied land value component of house prices by subtracting
estimated construction costs from total house prices. He then shows how this land component of house prices
has grown significantly in the UK since 1995 compared to a much more modest rise in build costs over the same
period. The conclusion can be drawn that the “driving force behind rising house prices has therefore not been
increasing building costs but increasing land prices”, which is “consistent with international evidence that
suggests that house price volatility is primarily driven by land values” (Macfarlane, 2017, 3). Ryan Collins et al
(2017, 113) also state that: “The vast majority of…increases in housing wealth and house prices [in the UK] have
come not from increases in building costs, which have remained relatively flat, but from increases in land prices”.
Similarly, Knoll et al (2014, 29) in their study of global house price growth over the period 1870 – 2012 argue
that “higher land prices, not construction costs, are responsible for the rise in house prices in the second half of
the 20th century”2.
It may appear from this as though two competing arguments are being made regarding the direction of causation
between high residential development land prices and high house prices. From one perspective (the
‘professional view’), it seems as though high residential development land prices are driven by high house prices.
From the other perspective (the ‘policy literature view’) it looks as though high house prices are driven by
inflated land prices. This seeming puzzle raises serious problems if these apparently different conceptions lead
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This wording does not appear in a subsequent version of the paper, although the following sentence does: “[T]
the late twentieth century surge in house prices was due to sharply rising land prices.” (Knoll et al, 2017, 349)
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to different solutions to housing shortages and lack of affordability. For example, one perspective may lead to
the conclusion that policy should be targeted at managing land prices to bring house prices under control
whereas the other perspective may lead to the conclusion that the land market does not influence house prices
so policy should not necessarily be targeted at improving its efficiency.
However, the remainder of this paper will seek to demonstrate that the apparent dichotomy described above is
in fact a rather artificial one and arises from two different (but not necessarily opposing) ways of thinking about
the relationship between residential land prices and house prices. To put it in a stylised way, the ‘professional
view’ is focused on how residential development land is priced by professional valuers and housebuilders when
it is purchased as an input into the residential development process at a particular moment in time; whereas
the ‘policy literature view’ models the land value component of housing (both new and existing) in order to think
about the relationship between how the residential development land market works (including factors
influencing the supply and price of development land) and the supply and price of housing. Despite some loose
and confusing language around rising land values ‘driving’ or being ‘responsible for’ rising house prices, the views
expressed in the policy literature quoted above should not necessarily be taken as arguing that it is the high
value of the land component of housing that is by itself directly ‘causing’ high house prices, but rather that the
land component has over time comprised a larger and larger proportion of the total price of housing suggests a
degree of tightness in the residential development land market which is contributing to high house prices.
We now examine the relationship between the supply and price of residential development land and the supply
and price of housing in a way that acknowledges both of the perspectives summarised above. We begin by
summarising how the housing market works, taking into account its demand and supply characteristics. We then
examine the market for residential development land in the UK and explore how the price for land is determined.
We conclude by discussing the relationship between the supply of residential development land and the supply
of housing and how the price responses of both are interrelated.

THE HOUSING MARKET
The links between house and development land prices and between the two markets can be identified by
starting with the housing market. Like other markets, the amount and price of housing is determined by the
interaction of demand and supply.
The housing market comprises all the transactions of homes put up for sale, including existing homes as well as
new ones and conversions. It is a well-informed marketplace where information is effortlessly available on
thousands of properties and their attributes. Price differences are well known and properties can easily be
compared using online sources and professional advice. House price indices are now quite sophisticated and aid
views of market trends and prospects. So, as people buy, sell and rent homes, differences in locations and
attributes are almost seamlessly priced into overall property values. This means that there is not a separate new
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homes market where prices are determined differently from those of existing homes, rather newness is an
attribute of some of the properties traded and priced as such (Marsh & Gibb, 2011).
Beyond the housing market of current transactions lies the whole of the nation’s stock of housing and it is valued
at current transaction prices in the market. Looking at Land Registry for England and Wales residential
transactions data, as shown in Figure 1, the stock of private houses in England alone at 20 million (MHLG, 2020)
is almost twenty times the scale of the average annual transactions registered with the Land Registry. Moreover,
new homes are only a limited part of total transactions, representing between 10% and 20% of annual
transactions over the 14 year period shown; with second hand sales volumes fluctuating notably more than new
build (Figure 1). Generalising in terms of supply effects, new homes constitute much smaller additions to the
overall stock itself than of actual market transactions in a year and, so, influence the scale of total housing supply
in any country only gradually. Nonetheless, it is the demand and supply situation in that overall stock that drives
the market and new build. Decisions to buy and sell are complex and moves are sticky and spread out over time
in the face of changes in circumstances, but the current flow of transactions should be seen a gradual ‘stock
adjustment’ process, moving towards an ever-changing ‘equilibrium’, and this must be taken into account when
examining the influence of land supply on the housing market.
Figure 1: Residential transactions and private housebuilding, 2005/6-2018/9
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Demand
Housing demand identifies how much households are willing-to-pay (‘can afford’) for their home; the tenure
choices they make about whether to rent or buy; and whether they are satisfied with their current
accommodation or wish to move, given the prevailing array of house prices and rents. The demand for housing
is affected by people’s incomes and wealth. Better-off and more wealthy people tend to have better housing
alongside higher consumption of many other goods. There is also a feedback element here, as housing forms an
important part of household wealth. Individual housing demand choices are further influenced by the relative
cost of housing, its ‘affordability’ versus other things you can do with your money, as well as the availability and
cost of mortgage finance (Duca et al., 2010; Favara & Imbs, 2015). Expectations play an important part too: will
prices rise or fall; what will happen to interest rates, to household income and to other outgoings?
Furthermore, people need to have their homes connected to the other parts of their lives – jobs, leisure pursuits,
family needs, etc. – so location matters. Prices vary locationally in terms of neighbourhood attractiveness and
accessibility. Demand pressures are greatest in the largest and most economically successful towns and cities.
Such preferences vary across age and income groups and for other reasons and they may change over time, as
suggested in debates following the start of Covid19 pandemic. Central locations generally command premiums
and more distant locations are generally cheaper; though prices vary considerably across neighbourhoods and
with the available local attributes.
In this description of individuals’ housing demand choices, prices come into play at three decision points:
1.

whether to rent or buy;

2.

the size/quality of the home, and;

3.

its location.

These price influences have to be assessed in relation to what people want (their preferences) and their ability
to pay (incomes, wealth and borrowing costs). The three decisions are made simultaneously by consumers and
involve trade-offs, such as whether to live near the expensive centre or buy a bigger place further out and
commute (Wong, 2002).
To examine housing demand as a whole, individual demands have to be aggregated, so levels and distributions
of income and wealth matter, as do demographics although to a lesser extent. People are also mobile and may
wish to move from one city or region to another, say, to find a better-paying job. However, the desirability of
such moves will be influenced by the relative cost and availability of housing in both locations. Falls in housing
costs, for example, may induce more inwards migration from other regions. Regional population flows
consequently have to be included in the aggregate mix (Cameron & Muellbauer, 1997; Leishman et al., 2008;
Meen, 2011).
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Supply
The supply of houses comes from existing owners and from housebuilders. The decision to sell by existing
property owners is influenced by their own housing demands, incomes and life choices at particular points in
time, as well as relative house prices and the ease (or otherwise) of selling and moving.
Supply of new-build housing is driven by the cost of profitable supply. Housebuilders have to pay for
construction, development land, finance and transactions items (legal and agency fees, planning, etc.) as well as
award themselves what they regard to be a sufficient level of risk-weighted profit. Each of these elements
influences how many new homes can be supplied at particular levels of house prices. Inputs have their own
markets and developers have to bid enough in them to attract labour and land away from other uses. This means
that in principle there is not an independent market for residential development land as land could in theory be
developed for a range of uses (Evans, 2004). In practice, though, regulatory and other institutional constraints
on land use and the resulting price differences across uses makes it clear to market participants which
development sites might have the potential to be used for housing.

Market outcomes
The amount consumers decide to buy, and the amount suppliers decide to supply, depends on prevailing prices
and there is a price where the two are equated. This is true of all functioning markets and housing is no different.
In other words, supply and demand interact simultaneously. The economist, Alfred Marshall, over a hundred
years ago, used a metaphor suggesting the roles of demand and supply in determining market prices are like the
blades of a pair of scissors, both are required to produce the outcome (Marshall, 2013). The derived market
clearing price is a moving target as the influences on demand and supply are continuously changing.
With housing, matters are complicated by having different tenures, existing and new properties, housebuilders
and landowners, existing owners and first-time buyers and other categories of market player, the details of
which vary from country to country (Ball, 2020). But although these different categories result in complex
modelling of housing markets, in which land is a key input to new building, that should not confuse the essential
nature of the relationship: house prices and residential development land prices are simultaneous outcomes of
the interactions of buyers and sellers in their respective markets (Bramley, 2013; Ball et al., 2010).
If house prices are falling, this may be due either to collapsing demand or excessive supply. Observing the
dynamics is useful in these contexts and it is relatively easy to answer simple questions like ‘has a sudden surge
in supply been observed?’ or ‘have buyers deserted the market?’ and consider appropriate policy responses
from the resultant understandings. Conclusions on which side of the market is ‘short’, either demand or supply,
points policymakers and their advisors to the appropriate direction of either stimulating demand or focusing on
dealing with a supply glut.
Often causality may be complex but appropriate policy relevant questions can still be answered. Take the
situation where nothing else changes but the demand for housing rises because falling interest rates have made
7

borrowing cheaper. House prices will increase as a result. Should policymakers worry about the apparent lack
of supply? That depends on for how long interest rates are expected to be low. If the fall is expected to be
sustained, policy preferences might err towards encouraging more supply in order to allow people to realise
their housing aspirations because of this fortuitous change in financial markets. Whereas, if interest rates are
expected to rise again, policymakers may need to think about how to avoid potential problems resulting from
destabilising mortgage debts or supply overbuilds induced by the resultant temporary rise in house prices (Miles
& Monro, 2019).
Housing markets and interest rates are of continuing contemporary importance because it has been argued that
house price rises have been caused by income changes and interest rate falls rather than attributable to
residential land shortages (Oxford Economics, 2016). However, while rising household earnings and falling
interest rates have played a part in rising house prices, it is also the case that a key constraint on many people’s
housing aspirations is a tight supply of residential development land in locations where there is high demand for
housing (Cavalleri et al. 2019). The resultant price rises choke off demand and enrich existing property and
landowners. They make homeownership unaffordable for many and inter-regional moves challenging. Price rises
also make it difficult for many young adults and others to set up an independent home. Interest rates and land
shortage explanations in this context cannot be separated out as independent causes. Each affects one or other
of the blades of the market ‘scissors’ and in doing so, distribute the welfare effects of the long-run interest rate
improvement towards or away from housing consumers and property owners.

THE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT LAND MARKET
It is worth now summarising the housing development process and the place of land within it because it is
through this that new housing supply is created.3 This process can a include a number of key elements:
1.

Land acquisition: housing development land is identified and purchased from (or an agreement entered
into with) the landowner/promoter by the housebuilder.

2.

Feasibility: the housebuilder conducts ongoing feasibility work to identify a development that is both
viable and deliverable. Viability monitoring continues throughout the process.

3.

Permissions: the housebuilder secures the necessary permissions, including planning permission,
currently subject to the agreed developer contributions and planning obligations.

4.

Construction: once planning permission is granted, the housebuilder secures building inputs and the
site is built out.

3

It is important to note that this process is not always sequential, and the order of events presented here may
alter. For example, land might be acquired before planning permission is sought. On the face of it, this might
seem very risky, and it is certainly riskier than buying land with the relevant planning permission. However, land
without planning permission would be cheaper and therefore presents an opportunity to make a larger profit if
the risks turn out favourably for the developer.
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5.

Marketing and sale: throughout the construction process, the new homes are marketed and sold offplan and/or following completion.

This process has a number of important characteristics:
1.

The housing development process in the UK as in all market economies is dominated by private
housebuilders and it is speculative, in the sense that is for the general market rather than a known
buyer.

2.

Development takes a long time, which means that housebuilders must wait a long time for their return,
and this adds to the uncertainty associated with that return. Consequently, compared to alternative
investment activities, developers require higher profit margins to compensate for the time and risk.

3.

Development is costly and therefore usually requires borrowing. This adds to uncertainty and risk of
the developer’s equity investment due to the leverage effect of the debt, and the higher the debt, the
higher the risk.

4.

Construction costs will be influenced by choices of construction methods – which are in turn influenced
by the available technologies and input costs. The availability of capital is affected by the finance market
and the terms on which lenders are prepared to fund housing construction; while the prices and
availabilities of labour and materials are driven by the level of housing construction activity, supply
costs and availabilities, and skills mixes.

5.

Most inputs into the development process are purchased in competitive markets, but the supply of
residential development land is somewhat different because its market is regulated by the planning
system, making land a rare commodity where each item’s use has to be approved by government.
Moreover, landowners can choose whether and when to release land for development and their
decisions will often be influenced by longer time horizons and broader considerations than is the case
for many other inputs. Landowner behaviour is therefore recognised as a being an important factor in
the supply of development land and site assembly. Landowners may be ‘active’ or ‘passive’ with varying
degrees of knowledge and interest in development and varying strategies for its release based on
expectations regarding future market and fiscal conditions (Adams & May, 1991; Adams et al, 2000;
Adams et al, 2001; Goodchild & Munton, 1985; Holtslag-Broekhof et al, 2014).

When housebuilders bid for land, they are competing with competitor housebuilders and with others interested
in non-housing land uses. Housebuilders’ obvious strategies are to look at a variety of sites in terms of the prices
at which landowners are willing to sell and the relative profitability of building there rather than elsewhere.
Therefore, the residential development land market is like any other in that the interaction between the
demands of many potential users and the supply offers of many suppliers determines prevailing prices. Put
another way, for land to join the housing supply pipeline housebuilders have to outbid other potential uses and
their bids will be influenced by the prices at which they anticipate they can sell new homes (Evans, 2004). The
outcomes will be locationally-driven relative differences in prices and will also reflect a general prevailing ‘price
level’ for land within any specific, city, region or country.
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Land monopolies
Land differs from markets where more standardised goods are sold, because it is heterogeneous: no site is
exactly like another. Land is locationally fixed and sites vary widely in usefulness and attractiveness. This
locationally-bound nature means each landowner has a degree of monopoly power. More generally, if the supply
of land for particular uses faces restrictions, its price will rise relative to other uses. Such use constraints may
result from planning regulations which seek to limit urban expansion by controlling the transfer of agricultural
land to urban uses. A reluctance of rural landowners to sell land for development due to adverse tax factors
would have similar effects.
However, monopoly power generally has limitations. An individual private landowner or developer is unlikely to
control the whole of a locality’s land supply. If they hold off, others will be encouraged to sell. Consequently, it
is unsurprising that studies of private land monopolies rarely find credible evidence of an impact on market
prices of monopoly power (OFT, 2008; Letwin, 2018). Furthermore, if such actions did exist and persisted,
housebuilding is likely to shift elsewhere to the long-term detriment of the local economy and, with it, the
landowner/developer monopolist’s land values (Glaeser & Gyourko, 2018).
Nevertheless, monopoly power is likely to be more pervasive if it is state-run or sanctioned, because it is then
much harder to avoid. This can occur with planning controls. If local land-use policies consistently limit land
release across an area to lower than market clearing levels, land prices will rise. Potentially, the regional effect
could be widespread if many local authorities adopt similar planning strategies and central government
acquiesces (Barker, 2004; Hilber & Vermeulen, 2016; Cheshire et al., 2014). Such land allocation policies may
also inadvertently strengthen private landowner/developers’ monopoly power when land is allocated for
release via plans which require new local development to take place on their sites and not elsewhere. However,
such market effects must be traded off against the benefits afforded by planning, including those deriving from
its role in managing the negative externalities of new development and in providing a forum where the ‘public
interest’ (however defined) can be considered in the mediation of competing demands for the use and
development of land.

How substitutable is land?
Another important distinction between the residential land market and the housing market relates to
substitutability. Generally, two similar houses in a locality are more substitutable for one another than two
equivalent pieces of development land. This is because houses are typically closer substitutes. There are many
similar ones and they are traded in large volumes, so price comparisons are relatively straightforward. In
contrast, development sites vary widely in terms of their development potential, planning requirements, site
preparation, etc. and are traded far less often than dwellings. Even when bought, the exact form of any future
land development may remain uncertain. These factors are reflected in the frequent marked differences in
development land prices in specific localities. Imperfect substitutability means it is also difficult to use standard
‘comparison’ valuation methods (Crosby et al, 2013, 6), so valuers struggle when trying to value sites using
10

estimates of land values derived from the ‘land residual’ element of local house prices. This inevitably
encourages disputes over the level of developer contributions that local authorities require.

LAND PRICE DETERMINATION
Although the price of a house can be conceived hypothetically as comprising the sum of its land and structure
components (as has been argued in the ‘policy literature view’ discussed earlier), house purchasers are unlikely
to think about the price of a home in that way. In the purchasers’ eye, a house is a single entity – comprising a
bundle of more or less desirable characteristics - and it is valued, priced and transacted as such. Nevertheless,
statistically speaking, breaking a home into component prices is possible by applying an ‘hedonic price’ model
that recognises that houses contain many attributes and house prices are a sum of the values of those attributes
(Hill, 2011). Hedonic models are used to derive measures of house price inflation and to estimate component
prices, like good quality schools, as measured by their contribution to local house values (Eurostat, 2013,
Sirmans, et al., 2006). Many of the estimated components have land related elements, like property location,
building and garden sizes, for example, but are still not reflecting the land market itself. This can be seen, for
instance, in the fact that the relationship of component quantities to house prices might be non-linear - that is
a 10m2 garden may proportionally be valued more highly than a 50m2 one, for example. Such differences may
influence the mixes of properties in developer schemes when they assess bids for land, but do not proxy traded
prices in the residential land development market itself.
The hedonic approach demonstrates what users value in housing and what they have to pay for specific
characteristics in the marketplace, be they location, internal amenities or neighbourhood features.
Housebuilders will be aware of this information when they formulate their schemes and on that basis estimate
what they are willing to bid for land (see below). Note the direction of causality: house prices built up from
property features affect housebuilders' willingness to pay for land. In the land market, residential developers
will then have to compete against other potential uses for the land and will be unwilling to outbid them when it
is unprofitable to do so. This competition for land will then feed back into the supply of housing and affect its
price. It is the competition between potential users of land (offices, retail, residential, etc.) that is important
here and provides an understanding of the distribution of land uses and prices between and across urban areas
(Bruekner, 2011).
An hedonic model prices the components of existing property uses. However, all land has the potential to be
‘developed’ into a new use. As the change would take place in the future and may never occur, the precise value
of the most financially attractive new use cannot be fully known. Instead, practices have grown up to estimate
the ‘best’ (i.e. the one that outbids all others) ‘new use’ and consequently the associated value of the land in
that use (Wyatt, 2013). That sum is often referred to as the development value of the land. The estimation of
this alternative view of land price is generally undertaken using a ‘residual price model’ that divides house prices
into forecast building costs and implicit land values. Therefore, in this formulation the land component of any
home has intrinsic, though possibly entirely notional, development value. This estimate will influence bids when
11

a purchase is made in order to demolish. However, this would not be a purchase of the land component of an
existing house, but rather a purchase of development land with a demolition component factored in.
Housebuilders are widely known to use the residual approach when formulating bids for residential
development land (Wyatt, 2013). They will estimate how much they can pay for land, given anticipated house
prices, construction costs, finance costs, transactions costs and regulatory costs (cost of applying for planning
permission and the share of the site that has to be allocated to government uses via developer contributions).
This method can be stated simply in the following equation:
(1) Anticipated value of the completed development
less
(2) The anticipated cost of delivery including housebuilder’s profit
equals
(3) Housing development land price
The value and cost components of (1) and (2) are usually estimated by reference to comparable evidence from
recent, similar developments. Anticipated completed development values are estimated from recent sale prices
of similar houses in the locality and housebuilders’ profit margins are usually assumed to be a target percentage
of the value of the completed development. Delivery costs, net of land costs, are treated in similar ways,
including construction and planning obligations costs.
Usually, land prices and housebuilder’s profits are relatively smaller sums compared to the final value of the
completed development and its delivery cost. This makes them volatile, because small shifts in total
development value or delivery costs can lead to relatively large fluctuations in land price bids and housebuilders’
profits. This means that housebuilders can make significantly higher than expected levels of profit if the value
created by the development turns out to be more than anticipated when the land was purchased, or if delivery
costs are unexpectedly lower. Conversely, they can make significantly lower profits if development leads to
weaker sales values (or costs more to deliver) than anticipated when the land was purchased. Such volatility is
exacerbated by the extended timeframes of residential development. It takes a long time, stretching frequently
to years or even decades, to develop large sites. The capital sums invested and borrowed are usually substantial,
with negative cash flows for lengthy initial periods and final outcomes unknown for long periods of time. During
the development phase, economic recessions, financial crises and other more modest events may adversely
affect the ‘anticipated’ elements in the residual calculation. Such downside risks and long-term uncertainty are
additional factors that housebuilders believe they require compensation for in the form of relatively high target
profit levels.
The residual method is a way of showing that housebuilders behave rationally when bidding for land. If the
residual calculation is unattractive or other more profitable opportunities exist, then the bid will not proceed.
12

Even if it does, there is no guarantee that it will win out in competition with other bids. Furthermore, external
attempts to nail down ‘land value uplift’ and ‘developers’ returns’ are exercises fraught with difficulty even with
successful bids, because of the importance of risk factors and assumption-related considerations in bid prices.
Therefore, while there may be occasions when housebuilders make optimistic assumptions about the value of a
completed development or its delivery cost to outbid competitors, over-optimism is unlikely to predominate in
land price determination. Of course, developers are likely to have differing views at any point in time regarding
future market conditions, leading to a scatter of bids around a mean market expectation. Yet optimists have to
find someone to fund their optimism and lenders are likely to be wary. Furthermore, those that embark on such
development are more likely to come to grief than wiser buyers. Nonetheless, there can be times when a ‘herd’
behaviour of over-priced bids creates a price ‘bubble’, which will subsequently subside in a market crisis; though
such events tend to be relatively short-lived (Ball, 2006).
Developers may pay seemingly high prices for land if they spot regulatory or policy weaknesses and seek to game
the system. Housebuilders might lower their estimates of the costs of planning obligations when submitting
their bids in the hope that they can negotiate with the local authority to reduce them after the land has been
acquired (Sayce et al, 2017). This practice is believed to have occurred in London and the south of England in the
2010’s in relation to affordable housing, due to housebuilders and landowners exploiting weakly drafted English
planning policy (Crosby et al, 2013; Crosby & Wyatt, 2016). The relevant National Planning Policy Guidance on
viability was redrafted in 2018 in an attempt to address this problem (MHCLG, 2018).
Land price is not simply a function of how much to pay to bid the land away from its existing use, but also how
much to pay to bid the land away from other potential competing uses, as noted earlier. Therefore, although
the ‘land as residual’ pricing method is understandably widely accepted, it cannot reasonably be extended to
the overall land market because the market pricing mechanisms involve intense, pro-active bidding for land by
purchasers in competition with other bidders and potential uses. This process includes inducing landowners
themselves to sell, as they will have their own reservation prices below which they will continue to hold onto
the land.
It is important to emphasise that a residual calculation is simply a method for pricing development land which
may produce various results depending on people’s expectations. When land is sold, all bidders may use the
residual approach when formulating their bids, but only one bid wins. The actual price (or value) of development
land is simply that which is eventually agreed between the buyer and the seller in a competitive market. Thus,
the residual method for pricing land is purely a pricing model, into which bidders plug their own assumptions
and expectations regarding market conditions; whereas the actual price of development land is what has been
paid to bid land away from other bidders/uses. However, it is worth re-emphasising that a key determinant of
land price in the residual pricing model is how much the bidder anticipates the completed homes can be sold
for. Therefore, in the residual model, housing land prices are driven in large part by existing house prices,
although filtered through the mechanisms and asset characteristics discussed above.
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HOUSING LAND SUPPLY , HOUSING SUPPLY AND PRICE RESPONSES
So far, the housing market demand and supply dynamics have been explored as well as how residential
development land prices are determined. Now, the interaction of the two markets will be examined further.
Housebuilders build more homes as demand rises and need more land to do so. The development pipeline is
long, so the fruits of a building upturn will only come on to the housing market at an often-prolonged later date.
Developers in the short term can speed up completions on existing sites. However, in the main, development
on them will be programmed in a steady fashion on account of production needs and potential market
absorption of the new homes. Progress may unfortunately be punctuated by shocks and gradual recoveries from
them, such as during the 2007/8 Global Financial Crisis and the Covid-19 pandemic. Therefore, most increases
in housing demand in the short run have to be absorbed by variations in supply from the existing stock, putting
upwards pressure on prices to induce more existing owners to sell and to dampen down demand. So, demand
increases in the housing market will affect both house prices and the demand for residential land and push up
land prices swiftly. Conversely, a falling housing market leads to a rapid drop in transactions and declining prices
in both markets. Therefore, price transmission from the housing to the land market is fast.
By contrast, this is not the case in the reverse direction from the residential development land market to the
housing market. Rates of change in housebuilding are asymmetrical, generally being more flexible in a
downwards direction than upwards in the short-term. This is because site developments can be suddenly halted
in market crashes, whereas the aforementioned long housing development lags mean that increases in output
are slow to materialise.
In downturns when demand melts away, housebuilders have little option but to sharply cut back on production
and land purchase. Builders, particularly those facing bankruptcy, will additionally be encouraged to reduce or
even cease activity by creditors fearing covenant breaches and loss of loans. Occasionally lenders may
irrationally continue to extend loans in the hope that builders’ market problems will go away. This occurred in
some countries, such as Spain and Ireland, at the time of the 2007/8 Global Financial Crisis, exacerbating supply
overhangs that prolonged downswings there (Bardhan et al., 2011). These supply responses to downswings
generate persistence effects, not simply in terms of prolonged excess supply but also in terms of ruptured land
procurement and associated regulation processes.
In upswings, labour shortages may constrain building and policy changes to facilitate more development may be
slow to evolve. Planning policy can take years to come to fruition; then it can take further years to construct and
deliver new houses (Barker, 2004; Ball, 2011). Consequently, the release of more residential development land
can take a long time to feed through to an increase in housing supply. Moreover, as already noted, the overall
scale of new building relative to the size of the housing market as a whole is relatively small except in a few
localised areas of intense new build.
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It has been suggested that smoothed upward new-build rates are an indication that builders are manipulating
markets through strategic behaviour: that they deliberately hold back output and thwart policies to expand
housing supply more rapidly as that would mean lower sales prices and profits for themselves (House of Lords,
2016). Letwin (2018) notes that housebuilders only build out their development sites at the rate at which new
homes can be absorbed into the local market without negatively affecting prices. Adams et al. (2009) argue that
prices (net of incentives) fluctuate less than build rates. However, this interpretation needs some nuance
because it does not follow through the implications of the implied alternatives.
Typically, existing homes represent most of the purchase options for buyers, so the prices of existing and new
homes ‘constrain each other’ (OFT, 2008). On the supply-side, builders are restricted by the flow of inputs and
neither land nor skilled labour supplies can be increased rapidly. Any major attempt to speed up activity can lead
to marked escalations in input prices and declines in build quality (although the rate of build out on existing sites
could be increased or decreased to a limited extent without these effects) (OFT, 2008).
All this means that any increase in any extra supply (and any consequent decrease in the price) of residential
development land affects house prices slowly. This is because it is harder for residential developers to
significantly ramp up delivery than it is for them to slow it down when market conditions change, so any increase
in the supply of residential development land would take a long time to feed through to new housing delivery
on that land. Furthermore, the increase in new housing via the increased supply of development land would
have to be very significant to have any appreciable impact on the price of housing due to the fact that new
housing comprises a small proportion of overall housing supply (Bramley, 1993; NHPAU, 2007; Meen, 2011).
What these interrelationships demonstrate is that there is not a single or one-way direction of causation
between residential development land and housing markets. Changes in house prices impact the price of
residential development land quickly while changes in the supply (and price) of residential development land
impact the supply (and price) of housing slowly.

CONCLUSION
The housing market and the residential development land market are distinct but related markets. The housing
market comprises the whole stock: existing and new homes. Demand for houses is affected by income, wealth,
cost of houses, availability of finance and expectations about the future. It varies from place to place because
attractiveness and accessibility are key drivers. The supply of houses comes from existing homeowners and from
housebuilders. The amount of new homes supplied, including their type and location, depends on their
profitability which is determined by input costs and selling prices. Selling prices are determined by the current
relationship between supply and demand for housing, including buyers’ and sellers’ views of future market
conditions.
Residential development land is a key input into the supply of new housing. Housebuilders compete to secure
sites from landowners and supply is regulated by the planning system. Housebuilders generally use the residual
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method for determining the bid for land; this is dependent on assumptions about the future cost and value of
the proposed development and so bids may differ depending on bidders’ expectations. However, there can only
be one successful bid, and this sets the price.
There is not a single or one-way direction of causation between residential development land and housing
markets, because demand and supply factors influence price and output outcomes simultaneously. However,
returning to the apparent positions of the ‘professional view’ and the ‘policy literature view’ regarding these
relationships explored earlier in the paper, the following two statements can be made: 1) the housing market
affects the land market rapidly; and 2) the land market affects house prices more slowly. Changes in the demand
for houses alter house prices as market activity picks up or slows down. Housing development land prices adjust
swiftly to housing market price signals, encouraging or dampening the incentive to supply development land.
Although changes in housing development land supply may alter land prices quickly, the influence on house
prices will be attenuated and far slower.
High UK house prices indicate that a shortage of residential development land is a key factor alongside other
factors such as household earnings and interest rates. But any policy that seeks to reduce residential
development land prices by increasing supply in a competitive environment would reduce house prices only
over the long-term. For example, planning reforms which have recently been proposed via the UK government’s
August 2020 white paper seem targeted at introducing a zoning system with the intention of creating the
conditions for more land to be released for housing development. However, any such reforms would need to be
conceived of as a long-term strategy and would (paradoxically) need careful planning with clear spatial and social
objectives beyond the simple desire to deliver more homes. Such a strategy would also be beset by housing
market fluctuations and complexities. Political ambitions for quick fixes in the context of changing market
conditions – such as attempts to stimulate demand through first-time buyer discounts, direct state subsidies and
transaction tax adjustments – are likely to have inflationary effects on housing and land prices and thereby
worsen affordability. Moreover, any increase in land supply has to be sufficient to absorb long-term increases in
housing demand caused by rising living standards, inter- and intra-regional migration, changing demography,
and the resulting stimulus to demand generated by the more plentiful housing supply itself. This would alter the
present distribution of the housing stock and relative house prices across the UK. Good spatially-informed
planning would therefore be essential.
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